DESCRIPTION
The MP-3-CS Grenades are hand thrown devices that release three separate submunitions on discharge after thrown. The submunitions will blast apart, giving a wide area of coverage per munition. The loud bang of the separation charge assists in preventing attempts at throwing back the submunitions.

SPECIFICATIONS
Type Hand Grenade, Continuous Discharge Smoke
Construction 3 Submunitions, Separate on Discharge
Discharge CS Irritant Smoke
Body Material Aluminum
Emission Ports 5 to 6 Per Submunition
Diameter 60 mm Body, 63 mm Lip
Fuze Type M201A1
Fuze Delay 2.0 Seconds
Length Overall 144 mm
Overall Weight 560 grams
Chemical Weight 240 grams
Net Irritant Agent 65 grams
Discharge Time 20 ± 10 Seconds

SHIPPING INFORMATION
UN Number UN 0303
Shipping Name Ammunition, Smoke
Hazard Class 1.4G (8)
Quantity Per Package 25 Grenades
Packaging Fiberboard Box, 4G UN/DoT Approved

WARNING
Pyrotechnic devices may cause fires. Product should only be used outdoors.